
Love begins when we stay with someone for
what we can give to them...
Love is a decision, not a feeling.
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Real love is what goes on
when the feelings are
gone... Love begins when
we stay with someone for
what we can give to them,
not just for what we can get
from them.

Personality inventories are offered so
couples can tell differences in themselves,
how they view similar things so differently.
In preparation, couples learn that most
fights are not about sex but about money.
The songs are romantic but our society
runs on cash.

In addition to preparation, successful
marriages have commitment. Couples are
committed to a life together, including bad
times. They are determined to work
together to find solutions, not to find ways
to escape from each other.

Successful marriages have a higher level
of belief in God and Church attendance.
Years ago I came across a statistic that
said people who believe in God enjoy sex
more than those who don't. If word of that
gets around, somebody better warn the
ushers at Church. They ' re liable to get
trampled in the stampede.

Successful marriages also involve peo-
ple who are more involved in the communi-
ty. In other words, love songs are about two
people alone, but successful marriages
involve people who think of the needs of
other people. It is not enough to build our
own castles. We must share our care and
concern for other hurting members of the
community.

There's a realism to successful mar-
riages as well. Mature couples realize that
while they are married to one person they
may still be attracted to other persons.
Moving in with our spouse does not mean
that our feelings won't sometimes move us
in other directions.

Life is filled with moving experiences.
However, the movements of the heart do
not mean that we let our feelings run our
lives. Mature couples realize that the deci-
sion to be faithful is more significant than
the feelings that draw us elsewhere.
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There's no doubt that fidelity in marriage
has never been tougher. With the new
morality, with both husband and wife often
working, we simply meet more people and
have a greater sense of independence than
ever before. With all the strains that life and
work put on marriages, the wonder is not
that marriages fail, the wonder is that so
many still succeed.

A sexual relationship with a third party
is lethal to a marriage. It doesn't mean that
a sexual affair leads to a divorce. In fact,
the opposite sometimes happens. An affair
can tend to stabilize a shaky marriage in
that one person is getting his or her needs
met outside the relationship. There is less
pressure to leave. It seems the best of both
worlds.

Unfortunately, the lethal part is that one
person gives up on the other spouse.
Therefore, there's no chance for the mar-
riage to improve since one person has in-
vested his or her energies elsewhere.

While affairs are lethal, friendships are
vital. Because one person cannot be eter-
nally fascinating, we do need other people
in our lives, people of both sexes who can
befriend us. It really is possible to have
healthy adult relationships, with people of
both sexes, that do not become genital. In
fact, when friendship becomes sexual it
almost always destroys the friendship. Guilt
and anxiety are not good ingredients to a
relationship.

If we are involved with someone other
than our spouse sexually, the honest thing
to do is to end the affair. It may leave us
lonely, but it will leave us with integrity.

As we think about real love and what
(Continued on page 27)
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